**KITE CRAFT AND RUN**

**OBJECT OF THE GAME:**
Create and fly your kite!

**WHAT YOU’LL NEED:**
- 2 pieces of construction paper
- Scissors, pencil, and ruler
- Glue
- 3-5 feet of string
- Scraps of ribbon or paper for decoration

**INSTRUCTIONS:**

**Setup:** Place the two sheets aligned on top of each other. Fold in half along the long edge (pic. #1.) Fold one edge at the corner (pic. #2.) Cut along the folded edge and draw a line (pic. #3.) Cut along this edge to form a kite. Use cut triangle for decoration (pic #4.) Turn upside down, then cut and glue the straws to length (horizontal, then vertical.) Run your string through the vertical straw and tie it to form a triangle. Then add a tail or other decorations as you see fit!

**Playing the Game:** Run to get your kite flying and see how long you can keep it in the air!

Source: https://artsycraftsymom.com/sankranti-kite-craft/